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American Warehouse Systems was established to provide 
complete warehouse solutions to clients worldwide.  We 
understand the complications of sourcing large complex 

systems and the usual necessity of multiple vendors supplying pieces of 
the whole.  At American Warehouse Systems, we follow the philosophy 
of  “One Project, One Vendor”.  We work with each client individually 
to design and implement a complete material handling system that is 
application specific.  We are a total source provider, meaning we not 
only provide material handling equipment, we also supply any and all 
ancillary products to complement the system and all services and labor 
to integrate and implement the total package.  Because we control all 
aspects of the project from design to installation we are able to provide 
complex projects on time and on budget.

American Warehouse Systems specializes in the design, fabrication 
and implementation of material handling systems for the U.S. 

Federal Government.  Our systems can be seen in U.S. Gov. facilities 
worldwide.

... Full Service Material Handling Integrators

American Warehouse 
Systems is the Largest 
Selling GSA Supplier 

Specializing in the Design 
and Implementation 
of Material Handling 
Systems Worldwide

American Warehouse Systems is a GSA Prime 
Contractor registered with the Small Business 

Administration and the Federal Government Central 
Contractor Registration (CCR).  We can be found 
on General Service Administration Schedule 056 - 
Buildings and Building Materials / Industrial Services 
and Supplies, FSC Group 54 - Pre-Engineered / 
Prefabricated Buildings and Structures and FSC Group 
39 - Warehouse Equipment and Supplies.  Contact us 
today for more information 1-877-677-9066.
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American Warehouse Systems...
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American Warehouse Systems is a complete source material handling 
supplier.  We provide the highest quality products supported by the most 
complete services on Schedule 56.  Our manufacturing and integration 
quality has led to thousands of successful material handling projects 
across the globe.

American Warehouse Systems is proud to 
supply equipment from the following quality 

manufacturers on GSA Schedule 56.
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American Mezzanine Systems
Custom Built Storage Solutions

Complete GSA Packages Including Mechanical 
Electrical, HVAC, and Fire Suppression Services

Our structural steel mezzanine systems 
are the most robust industrial floor 

systems on the market today.  Our brand, 
American Mezzanine Systems are designed 
with the most demanding of military 
applications in mind. Structural I-beam 
construction with extra reinforcement 
means maximum strength and resistance 
to point loading.  Our connection system 
utilizes all 3/4” hardware and factory 
welded support clips, the highest quality in the industry.  Our superior design allows our columns to 
continue past the decking, which in turn allows us to fasten our all welded guardrail directly to the 
support columns creating the industry’s strongest personnel protection system.  Our guardrail is an 
all welded system constructed of three closed horizontal rails and a 4” closed tube kickplate.  We offer 
many varieties of access gates to further customize our systems to meet your application.  Our standard 
stair is a one piece assembly, factory welded with diamond plate treads and risers.

American Warehouse Systems manufactures the highest quality, best value, mezzanines on the 
market and we back this fact with our industry exclusive, hassle free, lifetime warranty.

Industry Exclusive 
Lifetime Warranty
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Eagle Lock Pallet Rack 
Built Stronger to Last Longer

Eagle Lock pallet rack utilizes the same standard teardrop 
design that is favored by most pallet rack users, but we 

didn’t stop there. We use a closed tube design throughout 
our system to create a pallet rack that is 20% stronger than 
the competition.  Our beams are also a closed tube with an 
integral step for any decking option.  Our automatic beam 
locks are replaceable to avoid unwanted beam replacement 
due to damaged locks.  In addition, Eagle Lock rack is 
interchangeable with all major teardrop rack styles.  

We offer a 2.5 mil epoxy powder coat finish as our 
standard pallet rack finish.  Our epoxy finish is highly 

resistant to impacts, corrosion and moisture.  In fact it even 
out performs galvanization in any environment!

All these features plus our superior 5 year limited 
warranty makes Eagle Lock Pallet Rack the storage rack 

of choice.

20% Stronger Design plus 5 Year 
Warranty Equals Less Dollars 
Spent on Costly Rack Repairs

American Warehouse System is capable of designing 
and implementing custom racking systems on GSA 

schedule.  Our contract allows us to take any Federal 
Government specification and supply the exact system 
including all ancillary items, services and labor needed to 
implement in the Government facility.  We are the only 
material handling vendor in the world with GSA capabilities 
this extensive.



TA-50 Military Grade Lockers are built to endure the toughest 
conditions the US Military has to offer.  WireCrafters wire lockers 

can be found in thousands of US Federal Government installations 
worldwide.  Their Gear Lockers are the number one choice of the 
United States Military for secure, controlled storage of personnel gear.

Built to meet the same high quality standards as all WireCrafters 
products, our TA-50 Military Gear Lockers offer a variety of 

secure storage alternatives. These lockers can be designed to the 
specific needs of the end user and are ideal for storing all types of 
military equipment – from small personal items to larger, heavier 
military gear.

Many options and ancillary items are available to customize our 
TA-50 Gear Lockers to meet any application.

TA-50 Gear Lockers 
come in all shapes 

and sizes.  No matter what 
your specific needs may 
be, we can manufacture a 
locker to store and protect 
it.  Locker options include, 
sliding, hinge and bi-fold 
doors, standard shelves, 
folding shelves and wire 
shelves, hangbars, helment 
inspection hatches, 
redundant locking 
systems, and more...
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TA-50 Military Gear Locker 
Heavy Duty Versatile Design

American Warehouse Systems Provides 
Both Standard and Custom TA-50 Military 

Lockers on GSA Schedule GS-07F-6106P



Modular design, strong and secure; 
WireCrafters partitions are the best in 

the industry.  10 ga. wire in welded frames, 2x2 
posts and the heaviest assembly hardware in 
the industry make us the obvious choice.  Stock 
sizes are available to ship within 48 hours ARO!
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WireCrafters Wire Partitions 
Military Grade Enclosures

American Warehouse Systems has allied  with WireCrafters LLC to bring you the highest quality wire 
partitions on the market today.  The modular design of WireCrafters allows you to take standard 

panel sizes and create almost any configuration, from tool cribs to DEA certified enclosures to military 
lockers to law enforcement detention cells.  The scope of products is almost limitless.

Secure Mezzanine Storage
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Woven Wire Partitions

Secure the underside or top of your American Mezzanine 
Systems mezzanine with WireCrafters woven wire partitions.  

The combined engineering efforts of our companies ensure a 
perfect fit.
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Complete Conveyor Solutions
Custom Engineered Systems 

American Warehouse Systems is the only authorized GSA 
supplier of Hytrol brand conveyor.  Hytrol has grown to be 

one of the largest conveyor manufacturers in the world through 
innovative design, competitive pricing and excellent product 
availability.  Through our partnership with Hytrol, American 
Warehouse Systems has integrated conveyor systems into 
government facilities throughout the globe. 

Whatever the application, American 
Warehouse Systems has the experience 

and resources to complete any conveyor project 
on schedule and on budget.  “One Project, One 
Vendor” is the philosophy that has made American 
Warehouse Systems the leader in U.S. Federal 
Government conveyor systems.



Western Pacific Shelving
RiveTier, Pacific and Deluxe
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Strong Hold Products
Cabinets and Workbenches

Strong Hold Products manufactures 
the highest quality industrial cabinets 

and workbenches on the market.  Strong 
Hold Products are all welded construction 
utilizing  only the heaviest gauge steel in 
fabrication. American Warehouse Systems 
is the exclusive GSA contract holder for all 
Strong Hold Products.  We are able to offer 
the complete product line on GS-07F-6106P 
including any custom fabrication to exactly 
match end-user specifications.  Strong Hold 
offers many options for storage cabinets and  
workbenches in order to provide custom 
products to fit each individual application. 

Deluxe box and high rise 
shelving.  The versatility 
of these three products 
is unmatched allowing 
us to configure storage 
systems for any hand 
load application.  The 
superior engineering of 
WPSS also provides for 
multi-level mezzanine 
systems and shelving 
catwalks.  All this 
available on our GSA 
contract along with 
complete mechanical 
installation to provide a 
total storage system.

Western Pacific Storage Solutions has produced 
quality storage products for more than 2 decades.  

American Warehouse Systems is proud to be the exclusive 
GSA supplier of the WPSS product line.  We supply RiveTier 
boltless shelving, Pacific compression clip shelving and 
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American Warehouse Systems provides innovation and 
perspectives in productivity and inventory control 

with Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems such as 
vertical carousels and vertical lift modules.  Carousels and 
VLM’s offer extremely high-density storage by utilizing 
the air space above the floor and containing the product in 
a very small footprint.  This in turn increases productivity, 
inventory security and inventory control.  Ergonomics are 
improved with product delivery at the same optimized 
ergonomic height.

Mobile aisle shelving systems combine the benefits 
of high-density storage with the flexibility of 

steel shelving, modular drawers and bulk rack.  By 
reducing the number of access aisles you can save as 
much as 50% of your floor space.  Aisles can be set 
at any number of widths, carriages can be custom 
designed to virtually any size and the shelving can be 
configured to suit your needs.  American Warehouse 
Systems provides both mechanical and power assist 
systems on GSA Schedule.

Modular offices can easily convert unused 
warehouse space into usable office space.  

Modular offices can also be manufactured into 
exterior buildings for use as guard shacks or additional 
office buildings. American Warehouse Systems 
designs and installs turn-key modular office packages, 
including electrical, HVAC, fire suppression, data and 
communication ports.  We can further integrate our 
modular offices with our other quality products such 
as mezzanine systems to create a turn-key system to 
meet your specific application. 

Other Products Available from 
American Warehouse Systems

Vertical Reciprocating Conveyors (VRC) also known as 
material lifts are a very efficient way to move materials 

vertically within a material handling system.  VRC’s are 
commonly used to elevate materials from a warehouse 
floor to a mezzanine deck  or between permanent floors 
within a facility.  The lifts are commonly electric powered 
utilizing either a hydraulic or mechanical drive to raise and 
lower the platform inside a secured enclosure.  Material 
lifts can be configured for many products having a great 
flexibility on platform dimensions and weight capacities.



Design / Pre-Fabrication Services
American Warehouse Systems has the capabilities on GSA schedule to take any government provided 
specification and turn it into a real world system.  Our complete offering of design and integration services 
translate to custom engineered material handling systems available to all Federal Agencies on GS-07F-
6106P.

On site / Surveys and Inspections
Our material handling systems are all custom designed to meet the specific needs of the client agency.  As 
such it is imperative we understand the receiving facility.  American Warehouse Systems offers a full range 
of on site services to ensure the new material handling system will integrate with the client’s building. 

Installation / Implementation Services
Our GSA contract contains virtually every trade service necessary to install and implement a material 
handling system.  First, we provide full mechanical installation of all our products.  We don’t stop there 
however.  We also provide full electrical, plumbing (usually in the form of fire suppression), HVAC and 
concrete services in addition to standard equipment installation.  With the complete range of installation 
services we provide, no material handling scope of work is outside our GSA contract capability.

International Logistics / Shipping
American Warehouse Systems will ship your GSA procured material handling system anywhere you might 
need it.  Our professional logistics team will research the best value shipping methods to the receiving 
government facility then follow through to ensure trucks / containers are loaded and braced correctly so 
everything arrives in top condition.
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Design and Installation Service 
Complete Seamless Integration

American Warehouse Systems provides the 
following services on GS-07F-6106P.
Structural Design 
Seismic and Geotechnical Research
Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD)
Systems Integration
Safety Inspections
Field Measurements / Site Survey

Mechanical Installation
Electrical Installation
Plumbing Installation
HVAC Installation
Concrete Installation
International Shipping / Packaging



Represented by:

American Warehouse Systems
1471 91st Avenue NE
Blaine, MN 55449
www.aw-systems.com


